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I. INTROOaCTIOM 
Tobacco noaale virus (T117) consists« as far as is known* of 
protein and ribose nucleic acid (Rlfil)i with the RNA constituting 
^out 5 to by weight of the ndiols virus• Little is known about 
the biological oBOhanisms of viruses and it is hoped that a study of 
the chemical constituents of viruses nay eventually give some insight 
into this problem. Light scattering techniques provide a means of 
stuctring the properties of large molecules or particles in solutlonf 
in this case the TWf 
One of the purposes of this iroxSc was to design and construct an 
InstxumBnt capable of measuring the light scattered by solutions in 
the visible and xwar ultraviolet regions of the spectnm. The use 
of two or more wavelengths should be helpful in eliminating anblguity 
in intexpretation of light scattering data. The second puxpose was 
to determine some of the physical properties, accessiblB by light 
scattering techniques* of the RN^ prepared from TUT. Evidence 
indicated that all of the RM in a virus may be separated in one 
piece* thus the separated RN& should be homogeneous* assuming 
identical virus particles* The state of the separated SNA nay be 
similar to that of the biologically active material in the virus* 
but little interpretation bqyond a description of the properties of 
the BHA. Is possible with what is known to date. 
II. THEOror CP LIQHT SCATTERINQ BY SOLUTIONS 
The theozy of light scattering by solutions has been presented 
by Oel^ye (If 2) in a form pemitting determination of molecular 
ireightf shape* and sise of large molecules in solution. There are 
several good review articles (3* U« 6, 7) which adequately cover 
the theoxy and the areas of intrestigation, so that a coiqplete 
diqplication will not be presented here. The literature demonstrating 
the usefulxiess of light scattering as a tool for studying high 
polymers and macromolecules is becoming extensive. It is of interest# 
however* to discuss the phases of the theory pertinKxt to the problem 
and interpretation of the data. 
The general boundaxy value problem of scattering from a plane 
electromagnetic wave Incident upon a particle of axbitrary size* 
shape* orientation* and index of refraction (real or complex) has not 
yet been solved becaxise of mathematical difficultles. Nevertheless* 
with various restrictions on the sise* sha^e* etc.* useful results 
can be obtained* The special cases of interest that will be discussed 
am small isotropic particles* large Isotropic particles with 
relative index of refraction near unity* and large anisotropic 
particles with relative index of refraction near unity. 
Rayleigh in 1871 (8) was the first to recognlxe scattering as an 
electromagnetic phenaaena and solved tbe problem for independent 
isotropic particles small ooiqpcured to the wavelength of light* The 
equation giving the Intensity of scattered light is derived In detail 
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1q treatises on electromagnetic theoiy (?» 10) and Is given I77 
vhere R(d) is Rayleighis ratio, 1(6) is the intensity of light 
scattered at angle 0 , IQ is the incident intensity, V is the 
scattering voliune at a distance r from the observer, ^ is the number 
of particles per unit volanie, o< is the polarizability, and A' is the 
vavelength of light in the surrounding medium* The polarisability 
may be related to conveniently measured optical quantities by an 
eq^ation due to Uaxmll (See Jeans (11))* 
n and n^ are the refractive indices of the particles and the suzround-
ing medium respectively* "P can be written in terms of Avagodro's 
number N, the molecular weight of solute U and the weight concentration 
c as TJ - Nc/U* Substitution for ^ and << , and rearrangaaent gives 
the useful form of equation (1) for molecular weight nteasureaent. 
R ( e ) =  =  i i V f L ®  ( i  + oM^e) (1) 
loV ;^.l. 
2 
• u (2 )  
Kc(l f coa^e) B 
R(e) 
1 
- 2 yr^nQ^(dn/dc)^i 
aV 
(3) 
where K 
A l8 the vacuvm vavelsngth of light and dn/dc is tho uBual 
refractive increment, and is an approximation of (n - nQ)/c» 
If the particles have a linear dioension greater than A /lo 
or if the index of refraction is conplex« the single dipole radiator 
theory of Rayleigh is not valid* The scattering for a single particle 
will then consist of a st^perposition of wavelets fron all parts of 
the particle, talcing into account the phase and intensily relationships 
of the wavelets • The scattexdng of nany particles in solution will be 
an average over all orientation of the particles* Mie (12) lias 
solved the problem for spheres of any size and relative index of 
refraction* The solution is given as a susmation of the electric and 
magnetic multipole radiation terms as functions of the relative index 
of refraction (n/^) *nd the relative sise of the particle con^pared 
to the wavelength (VA )• R in this case is the radius of the 
spheres* If is less than one and (n/n^) is near uxiity, the 
distortion by the particle of the incident plane wave and the scattered 
wavelets may be neglected* That is, radiation of order higher than 
electric dipole will be negligible* Each VOIUDB element in a single 
large particle will then scatter light according to the Raylei^ law* 
The many wavelets from a given particle will interfere with each 
other, the phase relationships being determined by optical path 
differences doe to geometxy only. In general with R < A the phase 
differences between voluma elements will be larger in backward 
directions than in forward directions, resulting in reduced intensity 
in the backward direction* 
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Tha method of evaluating the scattering pattezn for this case 
l8 Identical oathematlcally to that of X-ray and electron scattering 
and Is treated In detail* for example« liy Compton and Allison (13) 
and Zlmm* Stein and Dot^r (7)* The right hand side of equation (3) 
must be multiplied the particle scattering factor denoted P(0) 
and defined by 
are as defined previously. Closed forms of P(6) have been obtained 
for rigid rods, randoa colls^ and spheres* 
The random coll is considered as a chain of many links. Each 
makes a definite angle -with the preceding link and is free to 
rotate about a cone-shaped locus with the preceding link as axis. 
The probability function of finding tiro particular links a distance 
r apart id.ll be Gaussian. 
The rigid rod is defined as having a diameter small enough so 
that each element of length, dl, may be considered as a Raylelgh 
dlpole scatterer. It is the limiting case of the random coll trith 
the valence angles eqval to sero. 
Sin(Ufr/y )IiJ 
(hrr/y)ni (U) 
when Sin © /2 
r^j Is the distance between volume elements 1 and J and O and X' 
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Ths resulting expressions for P(6) arei 
a) Sphere 3/x^ (sin x - x cos x)^ where x - kSD/2 
b) Rod V* Si2x - (sia^v^x)^ x a kSL/2 
c) Coil 2/x^ fe"* - (1 - x)] x = k^sV/6 
where D is the diaaeter of the sphere, L the length of the rod, and 
R the root mean square distance between ends of the random coil« K « 
2'rT/A' and S = 2 8ln^/2« Si 2x is the sine integral funotloni 
Si2x = V* 
Doty and Steiner (lU) have published numerical values of these 
functions for x (ITx for coil) ranging from 0*1 to P(O^) s 1 
for aU models since there is no phase shift in the forward direction. 
F« Debye and P* P. Debye (see Oster ($)) have pointed out that 
for a given model* the size is uniquely determined by the scattered 
intensity at two angles synmstrical about 90°» That is* the P(0) 
dependent of the radiation envelope is given by these two intensities* 
Measujviaents are usuaUy made at U5° and 135° with the dissyiaaetzy 2 
being defined as 
2 - (6) 
^ 1(135°) • ' 
C urves for dissymnetzy vs S/ A are shown in Figure 1. S is D* L« 
or R for the a^ropriate model* 
If the particles are anisotropic* that is the polarlsablllty 
varies with direction in the particle* an additional correction nost 
/ 
Figure 1. Dissynmetzy as a Function of Particle Size. 
n 
JO 
O o I I .1 .« .$ t .7 .• 9 /.o 
%• 
Figure 2. Effeot of Anisotropy on Rod Dissynimetxy. 
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be made to equation 3» In the case of small anlsotTpplo particles 
vhere P(9) = 1, Cabannee (15) has ahonn that the 90° scattering most 
be multiplied by ^ • The depolarlsatlcn /*°u is defined as 
6 - 7 ru 
the ratio at 90^ scattering of the horlsontally to vertically 
scattered conponenta for ui^olarised incident 11^. The subscript 
on Indicates the state of polariaatlon of the incident light. The 
angular dependence of the scattexlng on the anlsotropy is considerably 
more elabonte and has been studied by Martin (16) aiul King (17) and 
more recently by Hon and Benoit and Oster (18) and Northrop and 
Slnshelser (19)* For snail particlss in solutionf the right side of 
equation (3) sust be multiplied by a function F(d,/S^) where 
F(e,/^) • • (7) 
3 Ll f 3/^ f (1 -<^v) cos^^J 
is the depolarization for vertically polarised incident light at 
0 s 90*^« T<ro general properties of this function that nay be noted 
are that it is symootrical about 90^ and it is not unity at ^ = 0°. 
The conditions of Interest for this woiic are vhcn P( &) for 
all d and/v ^  0. That is the particlea have a dimension in the order 
of the wavelength of light and are anisotrcpic* In general* the 
effect of else and anlsotropy are not separable and independent* so 
that the exact correction that must be made to equation 3 la not sliqply 
the ratio P(® )/F(© ,/^y). This non^^eparability of P(*) and F(d,/^) 
should not| hoirever* affect moleculAr weight aeasureaents appreciably. 
The left side of aquation 3 la usually- extrapolated to zero where 
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P(0) <• 1 aiul the intercept uoed to oaloulate molecular ireieht* 
Application of the correction should be a good approximation 
for all models* ThuSf the general equation for molecular ireight 
wasureaent my be mritteni 
R ( e ) =  K e l g ( e ) ( n .  c o . ' e )  ( 8 ,  
r(e,A) 
2 
The data are plotted as c(l f cos 0) ^/2. Such graphs 
will be refexred to as scattering curves. The intercept at 0° is 
eqpal to F(0°/^/ia(. The sise and shape of the particle moor be 
detenained hy a coBq>arison of the experimental curve irith curves 
calculated from the theoretical analysis* 
Horn, Benoity and Oster (18) have carried out the exact 
calculation for the case of a rigid rod idiere the polarizability along 
the axis of the rod is different from that perpendicular to the axis* 
The resulting expressions are rather lengtl^ and cumbersome* Figure 
2 is taken from their paper and shows the effect of anisotrqpy on 
diseynmBtxyt The parameter S , characterising the anlsotxx>py« is 
defined as S*« («( 2^) where o<is the polarizability in the 
axial direction and /^perpendicular* The approximate correction 
would have no effect on the dissynmetzy since it is 
oynmetrical about 90°* Thus this approxination would not be valid if 
the length were calculated from disoymmetry measurements and /^y were 
not small* 
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Hom and Benolt (20) have also ahoim that S can be calculated 
from depolarlsation oeasuresients by the foUoirlng eq^iationi 
u ™ ( » )  
5fU8'= 
This equation deteznines the magnitude a£ S $ but not the sign. The 
sign way be determined from birefrLngenee nieasurements or other 
knowledge oT the particle* 
The reason for the inseparability of the anisotropy and size 
effect in the rod is that the depolarization of the wavelet scattered 
from a small volume element of the rod depends on the spatial 
orientation of the rod. It does not, however, depend on the position 
of the volume element in the rod. Since the P(&) term includes an 
integration over all orientations, the two effects are not separable. 
Consider a Gaussian coil made of small links which are anisotropic. 
A wavelet scattered from a volume element in the coil will then shew 
depolarisation, depending on the axial direction of the link fron 
which the wavelet is scattered. There will be no preferred axial 
direction in a given volume element, so that the average depolarization 
will be independent of position of the volume element in t^ie molecule. 
Since there is no orientation associated with a random coil, the 
anisotropjr and size effects are separable. Thus, anisotrop/ can not 
affect this dissymoetzy and thus the size, if the dissymmetry is 
used as a measure. 
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111, MATERIALS AND APPARATUS 
A* Light Scattering Instiument 
Figure 3 shom a schematic diagram of the light scattering 
apparatus and differential refraetometer. All of the conponents 
were firmly ooiinted on a rigid q>tical bench. Except for the 
monochronator and source the entire appantus nas inclosed in a 
light-tight box* 
The instrument nay be considered as consisting of three main 
partst 1) a scattering cell and holder 2) a source and optical 
system to illuminate the contents of the cell and 3) a detector to 
measure the scattered radiation. Several instruments for measuring 
the light scattered from solutions are described in the literature 
(21, 22, 23« iki 25, 26), this one being essentially similar to 
Northrop's with modification to fit the particular problem and 
available eqoipnent. 
The scattering cell is shom in Figure U and is a sinter fused 
optical glass cell of the Doty type • The solution whose scattering 
is to be neasured is placed in coBpartment A and Illuminated through 
the plane iriLndows as shown Ity the arrow I^. The mlniaum volume of 
sa]q>le req^ired for this cell is about 3*5 nl* The detector then 
views the light scattered by a small volume of solution in the 
center of the cell, the direction of the scattered light being shown 
for a particular case by the arrow I, making an angle & with the 
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Incldent bean. The heoloyllndrlcal oo!q>artment (B) Is filled with 
buffer of the same salt concentration as the sample con^jartment (A)* 
Thus all scattered rays leaving the cell pass through the glass air 
interface with approximately normal incidence t If this were not the 
casOf it would be necessaxy to make a correction to the scattering 
angle because of refraction at the glass air interface* It is 
assumed that the difference in index of refraction of the glass 
partition between coopartments A and B and that of the solutions is 
small so that the change in reflection with a change in 6 is 
negligible* The back surface of the scattering cell is painted with 
black paint to reduce reflection frcn the glass air interface* 
o 
Since nsasurements were made at 3131A it would have been desirable 
to have a cell made of quartz instead of glass. Two 2 sn* thickness 
0 
of this glass cell had an optical density of about 0.u6 at 3131A. 
This figure includes losses due to reflections for four air and glass 
Interfaces* The necessaxy correction to the scattering curve because 
of this optical density will be discussed later* An atten^t to 
procure a quarts cell was Hiade but none were available in time* It 
is suggested that perhaps a quarts bubble cell of the Zima (26) type 
would be easier to fabricate* IVltnauer and Scherr (27) have described 
a oyllndrical cell which has plane windows ground at each end of a 
diameter to admit the Illuminating beam* This type has the disadvantage 
of requiring larger volumes of solution than a comparable cell of the 
Doty type* In general the glass Doty -^pe cell was adequate. 
-13-
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Ihlle In the soatterer, the cell rested In a slot accurately 
milled in a brass base which was in turn fastened to the optical bench. 
Since it was necessaxy to keep the contents of the cell as close to 
0°C as possible at all times^ the holder was cooled with ice water 
circulated through a copper tube soldered on the under side of the 
base* Except for an opening to allow illumination and passage of the 
scattered light, the cell was surrounded with a water Jacket through 
which ice water was also circulated. With ice water circulating 
thzx}ugh the Jacket and holder, the equilibrium temperature of the cell 
and its contents was about 5°C* This was adequate for all measurements. 
Msasurements at these teinperatures required some means for 
dehunddification to prevent condensation on the scattering cell if 
the dew point of the air were above Several methods of 
dehiunidification cooling were proposed but it was found that the 
dew point of the air from the conpressed air Jet in the laboratozy 
was low enough to prevent condensation in its atmosphere. All that 
was necessaxy on humid days was to flush the scattering box with the 
ooiqpressed air for 20 to 30 mimtes before placing the cell in the 
instrument. Since some condensation accunulated on the cell in the 
transfer from the cold room to the scattering instrument, provision 
was made for spraying the cell walls with CQsasrcial cozqpressed 
nitrogen. This quickly removed any condensate and could then be 
turned off. 
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Since meaBuremente were to be made at and 3131a> a General 
Electric C-iO mercury arc lasp was used as a source. The arc was 
operated through a constant voltage transformer and was positioned as 
near as possible to the entrance slit of the aonochromator (See 
Figure 3). a nonitor photocell (929) was used to further eliminate 
variations in are light intensity* The aonochromator enployed a 6oP 
quarts prism in a Ifhdsworth mounting^ quartz coUimating and camera 
lensesi and adjustable entrance and exit slits* Both the prism 
table-and lenses had calibrated adjustments for a wavelength range 
from $oooa to 200q1. The monochromator was calibrated with a mercury 
arc* 
The entrance and exit slit widths usable on a mono~ 
chromator are determined by the maxlmiua pexnissible bandwidth for 
Isolation of the desired line in the spectrum* The closest bright 
o o 
line to U358a in the msrouxy spectzm is UoU7A, giving a bandwidth of 
about 6qqiA* At 3131^ the bandwidth is about 20QIA. The calculated 
waximuw slit widths for both of these cases is about 2 mm* For all 
scattering measurements the entrance and exit slits were set at 
1*5 imii*) allowing an adeqiaate safety factor for slight misadjustoents 
of the instrument* 
The exit slit of the monochronator was used as an object for the 
illuminating lens (Lj^) and was imaged in the center of the scattering 
cell* The lens was made of fused quarts and had focal lengths of 
12*3 CB* at U356A and 11*7 cm* at 3131A* The path of the Illuminating 
beam through the cell could be seen easily if a fluorescent solution 
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were put In the cell* Thus* the focusing and centering of the Image 
in the cell were done by visual means* An average setting of the lens 
between the optima for and 3131A tras used so that it was not 
necessaxy to change the lens position with a change in wavelength* 
It was found that movement of the lens 1 cm* from this average in 
either axial direction did not appreciably change the scattered light 
intensity* 
A rectangular aperture stop (S^) was used on the lens to Unit 
the axigular distribution of the light entering the scattering cell* 
The maxiimiB angle an incident ray covild make with the axis in the 
cell was 3,$ degrees in a vertical direction and 1*1 degrees in a 
horisontal direction* This nunber includes a correction for refraction 
of the light as it enters the cell* Stop S2« positioned as close to 
the scattering cell as possible, helps eliminate stray radiation* As 
a further precaution^ the Incident beam was surrounded by a light-
tight black tube and was trapped in another tube (T) upon leaving the 
cell* 
It is desirable to have as large an amount of incident Intensity 
as practical to keep the detection problems as sinqile as possible* 
For a given detector the practical lower limit to the amount of 
light passing through the cell is determined the aaount of light 
scattered froa the solvent in which the particles are dissolved* 
This scattering Is the background which nust be subtracted from all 
readings and is the limit vhlch the solution approaches as the 
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concentration of scattering particles approaches zero* The foUov-
Ing analysis gives the conditions for maxlnttim light in the cell. 
Consider the area A of the exit slit of the monochromator as 
that area vhlch is used for illumination and the solid angle W that 
irhlch Is accepted the optical system for each point in the area A. 
Then for maxiimim total light in the scattering cell, the product A x 
W should be maxisum* The conditions that must be satisfied in the 
cell aret 1) the image should be less than 3 sui. wide to prevent 
rays from striking the sides of tiua cell end less than $ mm* high to 
keep the volume of solution necessaxy small, 2} the angular 
divergence from the axis of a ray in the beam should not be greater 
than 1.1° in the cell in a horizontal direction and 3*^ in a vertical 
direction. These two conditions determine A' and * for the image 
of A and !?• 
Let A • be the area of the stop on lens and p and q be the 
object and image distances respectively for this lens* Then W = 
A" = W' , and W • where m is the linear magnification. 
Since the maxlwim image site may be 3 mm. wide while the exit slit 
is 1.5 mm. wide, the entire width of the exit slit will be effective 
iq) to a magnification of two. The lielght of the exil* slit effective 
in illumination will, however, depend on the magnification of lens 
since a total height of 1 cm. was available. Thus, A = A '/m s a 'p/q, 
and AH! = mA'W ' for a magnification less than 2. For an image larger 
than 3 nn* using stop Sj to Unit the slse in the cell, A a'/h^ 
and AW = A Thus the lens should be adjusted for a magnification 
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of tMo or more* In this casoi the solid angle of light from the exit 
slit was limited by the focal length and diameter of the camera lens 
in the monochromatori so that nothing -would be gained beyond the 
point whexv the stop accepts all the light from the monochromator. 
With the particular stop used and a magnification of 1*75« 
practically all the available light from tlie monochromator iras utilized. 
The optioom condition for illumination of the monochromator is 
that the collimator lens be fully illuminated. This lens had a focal 
length of approximately 20 cm. and a diameter of 2 cm. With no 
condensing lens between the source and entrance slit, the source 
should be as close to the entrance slit as possible, in this case 2 
cm. Thus, with the source width of about 2 nmi., the collimator would 
be fully illuminated assuming a vexy narrow entrance slit width. This 
was not the case, however, since the entrance slit width used was 1,$ 
mm., increasing the width of source necessary to fill the effective 
i^wrture a factor of about two. A. properly used condenser lens 
would have approximately doubled the amount of light in the cell, 
assmning no additional losses due to reflection. • condensing lens 
was not used because of the additional counting difficulties. 
A polarizer could be inserted in the incident beam to provide 
either vertically or horizontally polarized light. A Foucault prism 
with an i^perture of 2.$ cm. was mounted in a sleeve with adjiistable 
mechanical stops so it could be easily rotated. The polarizer had to 
be mounted after the quarts lens because of rotations of the plane of 
polarization by the optical ijif)erfections in the fused quartz. 
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The detector systeo consisted of a 1F28 photomultiplier with two 
stops (S^ and S^) for limiting the field of view* The entire oystem 
could be rotated about the cell through an angle of l^O'' from the 
Incident beam by means of a worn drive extending outside of the light~ 
tight box. Stop was placed as close to the photomiltiplier as 
practical while Stop was placed close to the hemicylindrical 
section of the scattering cell. These two stops determine the area 
of the illuminating beam that is viewed and the angular divergence 
from the nominal viewing angle of the light rays entering the photo-
multiplier. The marlimim area that may be viewed is determined by the 
geootetry of the cell and the desired minimum scattering angle. That 
1B, the photomultiplier mast not see any of the glass or glass, liquid, 
or air interfaces through which the illuminating beam passes. Since 
the scattered intensity from particles small coo^ared to the wave­
length is a slowly varying function of angle, the angular divergence 
is not critical* In general, it should be as small as a reasonable 
output signal will allow. 
With the dimensions shown in Figure 3* the angular divergence 
of rays entering the photomultiplier was about 2,$° in a horisontal 
direction and a half angle of divergence of in a vertical direction. 
The entire height of the Illuminated volume ($ mm.) was viewed with 
an effective horizontal distance of about $ mm. at & equal to 90°. 
j^stems eiq>loying lenses and stops have been described in the 
literature. These have the advantage of giving less total angular 
divergence for the detected rays. Vithout lenses the cones of 
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radlatlon from different points in the scattering volume do not have 
the same vertex angles nor are their axes all exactly parallel. The 
difference with or without lenses should be sraall. No apparent 
difficulty was encountered using only stops. 
An analyzer (P2) could be inserted as shown for measuring the 
horizontally and vertically polarised conqponents of the scattered 
radiation. This was a Glan-Thoii9>8on calcite prism with a ^  no. 
aperture and ratio of width to length of 1 to 3* Glycerine rather 
than Canada balsam was used between the prisms for transmission of 
ultra violet light. The prism was mounted in a sleeve with adjusta­
ble mechanical stops so it could be easily rotated to measiire either 
vertically or horizontally polarized light. The extinction of the 
crossed polarizer and analyzer was about 5 x 10**'*. 
a 929 phototube was used to monitor the source similar to the 
method given by Hadow, Sheffer and I^de (2U). By changing the gain 
of the photonultiplierf it eliminated variations in the output due to 
variations in arc light intensity. The output of the photomltiplier 
tube was fed through an Aliyrton shunt into a Rubicon spotlight 
galvanometer of sensitivily 0.00016/'a/mm. In addition, a D.C. 
amplifier (See Olson (28) for current diagram) of the bridge type 
eiqpl(^ing two Victoreen VX-UlA tubes could also be used for de­
polarization measurements i^re the scattered intensity was small. 
Measurement of molecular weights by means of equation (8) 
requires a knowledge of the absolute value of R( 6). Thus the 
quantity Q(0) relating R(6 ) to galvanometer current (i(6 )) must be 
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determlnedf and is defined by: R(^ ) = Q( & }i( & )• Q( ^ ) is 
expressed in cm."^ of turbidity per centimeter galvanometer 
deflection. If the cell is non<«bsorhing Q(©) -[y(9O°)/V(0)]« 
Q(90'^} vhere V(6 ) represents the volume of solution viewed by the 
detector at the scattering angle V(90°)/V(&} was determined with 
a dilute fluorescent solution. An additional factor is needed at 
3131S where the glass wall in the cell is absorbing. The path of the 
scattered radiation through the glass partition between the solution 
coii;)artment and the hemicylindrical coapartment is a minimum at 90° 
and increases as csod for other angles. Thus: q(d) =[v(90°)A( ^  j) 
A( 0 ) . Q(90°) where A( 0 ) * o( is the absorption 
coeficient of the glass and x the thickness of the partition. o( was 
determined experimentally and had a value of 0.U65 at 3131^ for this 
cell. A(G ) equals one at U3582> 
The calibration constant q(90°) was determined by a method 
described by Northrop and Sinsheimer (19) using "Ludox**^. The 
equation is: 
Q(90°) = (10) 
l6rA<r 
A is defined by the equation relating turbidity (T) to ooncentration 
(c) of "Ludox" solutions: 
S - A f Ec. (U) 
T 
1 
A 30^ colloidal dispersion of silica kindly furnished by Dr* 
H* H* Snyder of £• I. du Pont de Nemours & Coiqpany. 
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cr is defined by the equation relating the scattered Inteneitj/ in 
cenbimetera galvanometer deflection to concentration of "Ludax": 
1(90°) = ore* Table 1 gives the values for these constants. 
Table 1 
Calibration Constants 
A (cnu - 56) <r(cm,/56) Q (90°)(cm."Vcm.) 
^ = U358£ 10.9 2.56 X 103 7.06 x 1(K^ ' v 
A • 3131£ 2.51 9.70 x 10^ 8.05 x lo'^ 
The xisual scattering equations are derived with the condition that 
the incident radiation is ui^larised. That Is* that the vertical 
con^onent equals the horlsontal coiqponent. If this is not true a 
correction must be made in the (If cos^ e ) term of the scattering. 
a difference in these two con^onents may arise from the source> 
transmission in the optical system or differences in sensitivity of 
the photcnsiltiplier cathode. Thus it iras necessary to test the 
instrument for this effect. 
It vas found that a 1/16" thick piece of "Teflon" acted as a 
"perfect" dlffussr within 2%, alloiring the polarization of the incident 
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beam and the sensitivity of the photonultlpller to the tiro polarisa­
tions to be tested separately. The difference in the two ooiQ)onents 
for both the incident beam and the photonultlpller iras less than 1% 
o 
at U356a and was neglected In molecular weight measurements. At 
0 
313IA the ratio of horisontal to vertical polarisation in the incident 
beam was 0.939* The ratio of sensitivity of the photomultiplier to 
horizontally and vertically polarized light was 1.077* The net effect 
would be the product of these two numbex>s or 1.01, giving a correction 
of 1^. This was again negligible for molecular weight measurement. 
A standard scatterer was used to check the instrument for drift. 
It consisted of dust>free toluene sealed in a cylindrical glass 
tube. This was mounted on a base and could be reproducibly placed in 
tlie cell holder. A reading was taken both at 3131A and U3$8i as close 
as possible to the time that data were taken. The data were then 
corrected accordingly. The sensitivity of the instrument had a 
tendency to decrease with time. This decrease may have been due to 
"aging** of the mirror in the monochromator. a recallbratlon with 
"Ludax** was made after several months and agreed with the drift shown 
by the standard. In all cases the correction was less than 10^. 
B. Differential Refractometer 
Molecular weight determination req\iires that the refractive 
increment, dn/dc, at the scattering wavelength be known. Several 
Instruments for measuring this quantity are described in the literature 
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(2$r  291 30f  31)* MeaBxurements at U358A were made on an Instrument 
constructed earlier in this laboratory by T, 0, Northrop (25)* Since 
this instrument enployed a visual detector* another instrument ifas 
0 
constructed for use at 3131A and is shown schematically in Figure 3* 
This refractometer was essentially similar to that of Brice and 
Ualner (30) and Northrop irith a photoelectric detector similar to 
that used by Schulz, Bodmann and Cantov (31)* For convenience the 
same sourcej oonochromator, and optical bench as the scattering 
apparatus were used. All that was necessazy to make refractive 
increment measurements was to remove lens polaroid the 
scattering cell and the light trap T. Adjustment of the exit and 
entrance slits of the nonochromator was also necessary. 
Figure 5 shows a diagram of the cell ivith two typical light rays. 
Ray 1 always goes through co!qpax>tment A of the cell and is formed 
into image 1 by the lens L2 (Figure 3) with focal lengths 33*1 cm. 
and 31*8 cm. at li358A and 3131^ respectively. Ray 2 traverses parts 
of con^artments A and B as shown and forms image 2. It may be 
assumed that the source is far enough away from the cell so that 
rays 1 and 2 are initially parallel. The deviation of these two rays 
and hence the linear distance between images 1 and 2 should be 
proportional to the difference in index of refraction (An) between 
the solutions in the two coo^artments of the cell. The two Images 
were not coincident) however, with the same solution in each conpart-
ment due to the thiclcness of the partition. In this case n ia 
proportional to the change in distance (^d) between linages 1 and 2 
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for a given change In index of refraction. The experimental relation­
ship relating An to^d for a given change in index of the solution 
in con9>artment B was linear for An up to 2,2 x 10'^ , The calibration 
constant K, defined bgr An s A d» had a value of 2,29 x lO'^/rev. 
at 313li and was determined with accurately known concentrations 
of CoSO]^^ solutions and data given by Roberts (32). There is sotoe 
variation in ths llteratxtre for the index of refraction of water at 
o 
313IA, but the relative accuracy of Roberts' work should be sufficient 
since it is only the difference in index of refraction between water 
and the CoSO^ solutions that is used. 
The distance between the images was measured with a 1P28 photo-
miltlplier tube and a movable slit Sj (Figure 3)* The slit width was 
permanently adjusted to 0.003 cm. and mounted on a movable frame. 
The frame was spring nounted and could be moved by means of a screw 
of 80 threads to the lnch« the distance between the Images being 
measured in terms of the nusdser of revolutions of this screw. The 
output of the photonaltlplier was fed directly into a galvanometerj 
thus the slit and linage were coincident when the galvanometer showed 
a marlmua reading. The images were focused on the slit by aoving 
the slit and photomiltlpller system axlally on the optical bench. 
For a given setting on the optical bench, the slit was moved across 
the focal plane and the distribution of light In the plane of the slit 
detemined. The <^tinum setting on the optical bench was that which 
gave a minlrniini width to this distribution. Stops and were 
^Anhydrous CoSO^ was kindly furnished by Dr. H* C. Dlehl, 
CtaamistdQr Department, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. 
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adjusted to give approxiioataly the same naxlmim reading on the 
galYanometer for each iuge. 
The distance betmen the two images was taken as the distance 
between the two maxima. The distance with water or buffer In each 
side of the cell was subtracted from this* giving ^ d. Schuls^ 
Bochnam and Cantow plotted the intensity distribution for each 
image and measured the distance between the half width point at half 
mmriTmiM intensity. While it may be theoretically better to do this, 
large enough A n* s were obtainable that any additional accuracy by 
this method did not warrant the additional time necessazy to take 
the data and plot curves for each Image. It is also probable that 
slight movement of the detector system due to thermal effects and 
Jarring would have partially offset ai^jr gain since it would have 
taken 10 to 1$ minutes to gather sufficient data for curves of each 
image, while the two maxima could be determined in less than 1 
adrnte. Calibration with a solution rather than geometry does not 
require a knowled^'e of the absolute distance between the images. It 
is consistency in measuring from tte same point on each image rather 
than the position of this point that is most iiqportant in this case. 
Five or more readings on each of the two maxima were taken and 
an average used to determine A d. The probable error in A d was in 
the order of 10 revolutions, corresponding to a probable error in 
A n of i 2 x 10-6, 
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C* Tobacco Uosalc Virus 
The tobacco mosaic virus used throughout this nork was prepared 
earlier in this laboratory by Northrop (25}• Since preparation in 
1952) the virus iras stored at 2°C in 0.033 U buffer at pH 
7*2. A layer of n-hexane covered the virus suspension to prevent 
bacterial and fungal growth. A molecular weight of U.O x 10^ was 
obtained by light scattering techniques. This Is in agreement with 
the generally accepted v{Q.ue. The infectlvlty of the virus was 
measured on n glutlnosa and was in agreement with that of other 
workers for the crystalline virus. 
The concentration of the virus solutions was related to the 
optical density (0) at 265oi from data given by Schramm and 
Dannehburg (33)* The concentration in mg./ml. is given 
c r . 
2.88 
This figure was obtained from nitrogen analyses. For conparison, a 
sanple of the virus was evaporated to dzyness in a vacuum over 
Its weight measured, the initial optical density and VOIUSB 
having been previously determined. From this a figure of 2.83 was 
obtained, in good agreement with that based on nitrogen analyses. 
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IV. DATA ON TMV RNA 
A. Preparation of the RNA 
The RNA nas separated from the virus protein hy the method of 
Cohen and Stajiley (3h) and Knight (35)* It consists essentially of 
a denaturation of the protein by heating. Since the preparation 
procedure was found to be quite critical, it is described beloir. 
Several milliliters of the stock virus suspension were first 
centrlfuged in a Sorrall angle head centrifuge at U0|000 g. One 
hour axxl fifteen minutes was sufficient to sediment almost all the 
virus. The 0.033 M phosphate buffer was then poured off and discas^led. 
The pellet of TUV and the tube were rinsed several times with the 
buffer in which the heating was to be done. The original buffer for 
this was O.IM sodium acetate pH 5*7 plus 0.21! NaCl per liter. This 
will be referred to as the "scattering buffer". Usually 1 ml. of 
the desired buffer was added to the pellet and the TMV resuspended 
by squirting the buffer and sedimented virus through a small pipette 
in the order of $0 times. After the virus was well dispersed, 
enough additional buffer was added to obtain the desired concentration 
of TMV. The virus suspension in the heavy wall pyrex centrifuge tube 
was then removed from the cold room and immersed in boiling water 
for 60 to 60 sec. with constant stirring. After this heating it was 
immediately Imaersed in a bath of ice water with continued stirring 
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and z«tuz7ied to the cold room. Northrop and Slnshelioer (19) reported 
a degradation of the RNA If it vere allowed to varm up after initial 
preparation, so care was taken to keep the preparation below at 
all times. The protein was then spun down by several 2 or 3 minute 
spins in a clinical centrifuge at 700 g. kny remaining visible 
particles of protein could then be removed by passing the solution 
through a Coming fine porosity sintered-glass filter. 
The final cleaning of a solution for scattering measurements 
was done by forcing it through a 1 cm. diameter ultrafine filter 
with conqpressed nitrogen. The scattering cell was first washed 
free of dust with filtered buffer. The RN& solution was then filtered 
directly into the cell. Filtration was repeated by poxiring the 
solution back into the filter directly from the cell and forcing it 
through again. Three of four such filtration cycles were generally 
sufficient to remove all visible large particles and to mix the RNA 
solution with the buffer that remained in the cell and filter from 
the initial washing. 
Eventually the ultrafine filters became plugged. The filters 
were cleaned by soaking in concentrated nitric acid for a few hours 
followed by at least 12 hours in a IN NaOH solution. The filter was 
then rinsed thoroughly with scattering buffer to renove the NaOU. 
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B. Refractive Increnient 
The refractive increment, dn/dC} of RNA was measured at 
since this is the teiqperature at which scattering measurements were 
made. Several of the RNA preparations were concentrated by 
o 
pervaporation at 2 C through cellulose tubing over CaCl2( since the 
preparation yielded WSk ooncentratlona too low for accurate refractive 
increment measurements. Dialysis for several days against scattering 
buffer equilibrated the salt concentrations. Table 2 shows the 
results. 
Table 2 
The Refractive Increments of RHk 
Cone, (ng./ml.) 
dn 
•a? at 3131A gm. 
dn 
"IE ^ at U338A gm. 
1.71 0.2U6 0.197® 
1.6U .259 .189 
1.39 .261 — 
0.688 .252 .232 
Av. 0.25U .206 
^The values at U353£ are in agreement with 0.19U ml./gm. reported ^  
Northrop and Sinsheioer (19). 
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C. Molecular Weight 
Molecular weight meaaurements for TUV RM have been reported 
by Northrop and Sinshelmer (l?)* along with their preparation 
procedure* In all of their preparations, about 60 mg. of TMV 
suspended In U nl. of scattering buffer were heated for tines of 6o 
seconds to 80 seconds In boiling water. The preparations were then 
treated as outlined above. Consistent values of oolecular weights 
averaging about 2 x 10  ^ with a depolarlsatlon correction were obtained. 
Some preparations were centrlfuged for 1^ hours at U0«000 g before 
filtration while others were filtered directly^ the value being 
independent of this procedure* 
Following this method a total of six preparations were made In 
an attempt to duplicate their molecular weights* Reproducible results 
were not obtained, with molecular weights ranging from 2,1$ x 10^ 
to 3*68 X 10^ without depolarization correction* The dissynimetries 
for the six preparations ranged from 1*33 to 1*55> with no fi^parent 
correlation between dissymmetiy and molecular weight* Northrop and 
Sinshelmer's average molecular weight without depolarization 
correction was 2*lU x 10^ with an average dissymmetry of 1*5* One 
of the characteristics of these six preparations was that they would 
not pass thx^ugh an ultrafine filter after the eentrifugation at 700 
g* The filter would usually become coiqpletely plugged after a few 
milliliters had passed through, eentrifugation at U0,000 g removed 
enough of the large particles so that filtration and scattexdng 
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measureiaenta were possible. 
Further Investigation of the preparation procedure revealed at 
least two factors which effected the resulting RN/L. One was the 
concentration of the TM7 at the time of heating and the other was 
the presence of phosphate. Knight (3^) did not measure molecular 
weights, but reported that the presence of 0.001 molar phosphate 
aided protein coagulation. He also stated that a concentration of 
20 mg./ml. TMV gave the greatest yield of RNA. 
The results of 21 preparations are shown in Table 3* and are 
axranged in the chronological order in which they were prepared. 
The first six preparations represent the initial attempts described 
earlier. All wez*e prepared as described previously unless otherwise 
indicated in the second column, the scattering data being taken in 
the buffer in which the RNA was prepared (0.3U salt). The usual 
practice is to extrapolate the Intercept (^ = 0) of the scattering 
curve to zero RNA. concentration. TMs was not done since the 
concentrations oeasxired were vezy low and it had been shown (19) 
that the Intercept was Independent of RNA concentrations up to 0*3 
mg*/ml. The effect, if any, would be small. A typical scattering 
curve for A - U356£, from which molecular weights were detemdnfid, is 
shown in Figure 6. The linearity of this curve may be used as a 
rough czdterlon for homogenei'ty of the scattering particles. 
It was thought that the high molecular weights obtained from 
the 20 mg./ml. preparations were due to aggregation of the virus before 
and at the time of heating. It was inpossible to test this by 
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soatterlng measurements because measurements could not be made on 
these concentrated virus suspensions. The maximum virus concentration 
on which scattering measurements could be made iras about 0*1 mg./ml. 
Several dilution experiments were tried, all giving the correct 
weight for TM7. It maor be that dilution dispersed the TUV aggregates. 
The preparation procedures that did not follow that outlined 
previously wiU now be discussed. In preparations lU, 15» and 16 
the TUV was not initially centrifuged and resuspended. The 0.033 U 
phosphate TU7 buffer was changed to scattering buffer by dialysis 
for several days. This should eliminate effects of aggregation due 
to poor resuspension after centrifUgation. The molecular Heights 
are shown, but the curves were not as straight as obtained with 
centrlfugation* This may have been due to foreign material in the 
original TU7 suspension which was eliminated with centrifugation in 
the other preparations. 
Preparation 13 was vigorously squirted through the pipette 3$0 
times in resuspension of the virus. The low molecular weight 
indicates that the virus may have been broken up by this procedure. 
Preparation 9, a and b, show that the phosphate had no effect 
if removed after the time of heating. The phosphate was dialysed 
out with no significant change in scattering. Addition of phosphate 
to an aggregated 20 mg./nl. preparation after heating would not 
disperse the Enough phosphate was added to preparation U to 
make it O.OOIM. Again there was no significant change in scattering. 
Table 3. Molecular IKieights of RHA (U358X) 
Prep 
no. 
• 
Prep, procedure (Virus Cone«> 
buffer^j heating tine, 
centrifugation,b etc.) 
Cone, neaaured 
In mg./nl. Dissymioetzy Intercept 
Mol. Wt.^ 
X 10-6 
1 20 Bg./ml., 70" 0.U35 1.55 0.U2 3.88 
2 «) 
b) 
20 ag./nl.f 70", before cent, 
after UOyOOO g. 1 hr. o
 o
 
1.U0 
0.22U 
0.765 
7.3 
2.15 
3 20 nig./Bil«y 70", 1(0,000 g.y 1 hr. 0.290 1.U2 0.630 2.59 
U 20 ag./Bl.« 90" 0.U3S 1.U8 0.750 2.17 
5 20 mg./nl., 90", lt0,000 g. 1 hr. 
15 min. 0.237 1.33 0.565 2.88 
6 20 ng./ial., 60" 0.360 1.39 0.652 2.50 
7 10 mg./nl., 90" 0.212 1.31 0.9U0 1.73 
8 10 ng./iiL., 0.001 a pho8.« 60" 0.18U 1.32 0.92 1.77 
9 a) 
b) 
20 mg./ml., 0.001 m phos., 60" 
dialyse out phosphate 
0.221 
0.15U 
1.36 
l.Uo 
0.92 
0.925 
1.77 
1.76 
(Continuad on nesct page) 
^Concentration of salt in addition to scattering buffer. Scattering buffer only if none indicated. 
^Other than the centxlfUgation at 700 g. 
®aslng diVdc = 0.194 ml./gm. at h3$8i. 
Table 3. (Continued) 
Prep, 
no. 
Prep« procedure (Virus Cone., 
buffer , heatine time, 
centrifugation,» etc.) 
Gone, meastired 
in mg./nl. DisoyBoetry Intercept 
Mol. wt.® 
X 10^  
10 10 ng./ml., 0.01 a phos.4 70" 0.186 i.ia 0.98 1.66 
11 10 ng./nl.y 0.000$ m phos., 90" 0.1^  1.37 0.995 1.6U 
12 10 Bg./ml.j 0.001 m phos.* 60" 0.190 1.31 0.96 1.70 
13 10 mg./nl.. Squirt 350 times, 70" 0.1U3 1.32 1.13 1.U5 
Hi 6.U ag./nl., (TUV buffer changed to 
scattering buffer by dialysis) 70", 
70", U0,000 g 1 hr. 0.090 1.3U 0.88 1.86 
15 6.U og./niL., (TU\' buffer changed to 
scattering buffer by dialysis) 70" 0.120 1.38 0.9U 1.73 
16 6.U mg./ml., (TlfV buffer changed to 
scattering buffer plus 0*001 a phos. 
by dialysis), 70" 0.101 1.2li 1.10 1.U9 
17 10 mg./ml., 60" 0.17U 1.29 0.9U 1.7U 
18 5 mg./nl., 0.001 m phos., 60" 0.206 1.30 0.98 1.66 
19 5 ng./nl*, 60" 0.225 1.28 0.98 1.66 
20 10 ng./nil., 0.001 m phos., 70" 
(scattering curves obtalzi^ in water 
and 0.075 n RaCl) 0.212 1.30 0.985 1.6$ 
Av 1.33 Av 1.68 
^ Excluding preparations 1 thru 6. 
S i t ' y / z  
O 
Figure 6. Scattering Curve at u358a. 
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In sximmaxyf the apparent molecular -neight of RNA prepared in 
scattering buffer only is the sane for initial concentrations of TII7 
of $ and 10 but increases idien the TlfV concentration is 20 
ng./ml. The moleoular Height of a 20 mg./ml* preparation c«i be de­
creased to that of the $ and 10 mg./ml. preparations by addition of 
O.OOIH phosphate before heating. The molecular weight for an initial 
TI17 concentration of 10 mg*/ml. is independent of the phosphate 
concentration for a range of aero to 0.01 molar. 
The reason for the dependence of molecular ireight on preparation 
procedure is not entirely clear. The procedure giving reproducible 
molecular weights with the vaxying conditions mentioned was used for 
determination of the sise of the RIUL. That is* the RNA had a nominal 
molecular weight of 1*7 x 10^. About 2,7% of the virus weight remained 
in solution as RIU for these preparations. All concentrations were 
calculated from optical densily measurements and data given by Northrop 
and Sinsheixoer (19)* 
The depolarisation correction is negligible in this cassi a 
d^larisation, (90^)> of 0.005 decreasing the molecular weight hy 
V 
only 1^. 
The molecular weight was also calculated from the scattering data 
at 3131^* Table U sumnarizes the data for the preparations that were 
msasured at this wavelength. The value of dn/dc at 3131^ given 
previously was used in the molecular weight calculation. The average 
molecular weight is reasonably close to that determined at U35bS* but 
the spread is nuoh larger. 
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A typical scattering oiu^e at 3131^ Is shown In Figure 7. As can 
be seen^ the data points form two straight lines lihich are joined irlth 
a dlseontlnull^ In slope at sin^d/2 = 0.5» corresponding to 90° 
scattering. This Indicates that the cell absorption correction A(6 ) 
was not large enough. The correction used was Initially applied to 
preparation U« giving a straight line. An approximate grephical correct­
ion may be made as shown by the dashed line in Figure 7* This is drawn 
so that it makes equal angles with the two parts of the original curve. 
The Intercepts and molecvilar iielghts given in Table U were corrected in 
this manner. 
Table U 
Molecular Weights of BM. (3131A} 
Frqp* no.^ 
RNA Cone, 
ng./al. Cissyimnetzy^ Intercept 
Ifolecula^ 
wt. X 10"^ 
U 0.3U8 1.89 0.122 1.98 
12 0.190 1.6U O.l^U 1.57 
17 0.17U 1.66 0.150 1.61 
18 0.206 1.67 0.128 1.88 
20 .212 1»70 0.165 l.li6 
Av.® 1.67 Ar? 1.63 
^See Table 3 for further details of preparation. 
^In 0.3M salt. 
^ Excluding preparation U. 
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Tiro additional corrections that may be applied are the absozption 
0 
of the RNA solutions at 313lA.f and the depolarisatlon correction. The 
RHA. had an optical density of about 0.016 at 313lS for a path length of 
1 cm and a concentration of 0.2 mg./nl. The average path length of 
light through the RN& solution tras about 2.2 cm. for 90° scattering. 
This correction vould shift the curve doKnward about 3*5^ at sii^ 6/2 -
0.$. The resultant intercept vould be 0.11i2. 
Tlie depolarisatlon correction irould have an opposite effect. The 
average depolarization in 0.3M salt iras 0.019. This irould increase 
the above corrected intercept by about 9*$$ giving 0.15^. These two 
corrections irould result in about a 3^ decrease in molecular irelght from 
that shoim in Table U. Thus, these molecular weights are not as 
o 
precise or accurate as those determined at U358A, but are irlthin reason. 
It is of interest to note the effect of the Inherent ensyme on the 
BJA, Northrop and Sinsheijner (19) report that after a removal of protein 
by Sevag extraction, the disintegration at 20°C of their BM stopped 
at a molecular weight of about 1.65 x 10^. A similar extraction was 
performed on two of the preparations (7 and 9b} of molecular weight 
1.7 X 16^ in the h<^e that a stable product would be obtained. The 
extracted BM, bammr, was not stable. In l| hours the 90° scattering 
decreased hy U0% and the dissymmetry decreased to 1.25. This would 
correspond approximately to a Uo^ decrease in molecular weight. 
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D* Effect of Salt Concentration 
Ae ahoim in Tables 3 and U, the RN/l had on average dissyranetxy 
of 1.33 at U3562 and 1.68 at 313lX» These figures are for the RM in 
scattering buffer> equivalent to a salt concentration of 0*3U* Rowen 
(36) reported that the dlssysimetzy, hence shapsi of sodium desoxy-
rlbonucleate depended on the salt concentration of the solvent, A 
similar effect is observed with this RMA and is shown in Figure 6. 
The limiting dlssymnietxy for sero salt concentration is 1«7U at U358i 
o 
and 1*98 at 3131A* The constant values that are obtained at salt 
concentrations higher than 0*3V are 1.31 at U358A and 1,69 at 313l£« 
These numbers are based on data from preparations 1B> 19f and 20. 
Complete scattering data were obtained on several of the different 
salt concentrations, and are shovn in Table 5* It will be noted that 
the molecular weight is approximately constant between sero and 0.3U 
salt concentration^ but increases as the salt concentration is increased 
from 0.3 to 0»5U. This increase in molecular weight may be interpreted 
as a side by side aggregation of the RNA. If it were an end to end 
aggregation, it would have been evidenced by a change in dissymmetxy. 
That this aggregation is reversible may also be seen in Table The 
order in which the concentrations are listed corresponds to the order 
in which the salt concentrations were changed. The details follow. 
Preparations 16 and 19 were mixed and one half of the mixture set 
aside as a control. Enough 1.2^ NaCl solution was then added to make 
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tbe total salt concentration 0.5M, and scattering data obtained. The 
vas then dlalyzed against distilled nater overnight giving a total 
salt concentration 0.02U. The molecular iieight of this final product 
nas approxliaately the same as the Initial preparation. Data on the 
control vere taken at the end. More conplete dissynimetzy data irere 
obtained on preparation 20. In this case the RKl preparation was first 
dialysed to water. After data vere taken in water, 1.25U NaCl solution 
was added to obtain the data given in Table $ and Figures 8, 9> and 10. 
Figures 9 and 10 show the cliange in the scattering curves for 
different salt concentrations. 
Table $ 
Scattering Data at Different Salt Concentrations 
Prep. X = U358A ^ = 313U 
no. Salt Cone. Intercept Vol. tit. Intercept Uol. Wt. 
0.3U 0.98 1.66 0.125 1.93 
0.5K 0.77 2.11 0.105 2.30 
0.02H l.Ol 1.61 0.155 1.56 
Control 0.89 1.82 
— — 
Water 0.99 1.6U 0.170 1.2(2 
0.07^ NaCl 1.02 1.59 0.165 1.U6 
0.5m NaCl 0.76 2.Ill O.U 2.19 
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An Mrller attw^t to Incre&ae the salt oonoentratlon to 1 molar 
resTilted In eoctrene aggrvgatlon of the RN/l. In this case> hofwever, 
NaCl orystale nere added directly to the solution. The resulting solution 
plugged the ultraflne filter> and 70^ of the RN/L was sedlmented upon 
centzlfugation at UOfOOO g. for one hour. The supernatant could l>e 
filtered and data obtained. The scattering eurre was vezy Irregular 
and \xnlxiterpretable with an intercept corresponding to a molecular wel£;ht 
of 5.6 X 10^. No further attempts were made in this direction. 
E. Depolarisation 
Only the depolarLiation for vertically polarised incident light 
was measuredf since this quantily may be used for both molecular weight 
axid size correction. Two typical plots of vs sin^ 6 /2 for U3$6i 
o 
and 313IA are shorn in Figures 11 and 12, respectlTely* The rest of the 
data are shomi in Table 6. The values for were obtained by 
eztrapolatlon of curves such as shown in the Figures. All of these 
curves had shapes and slopes like the two curves shown, the different 
values of corresponding to an T;^ard or dommard shift of these 
curves. 
The scattered horisontally polaxlaed light intensity was vezy 
saall in both oases, the signal being near the lower limit of sensitivity 
of the instrument with the D.C. asfillfler. The horizontal scatterixig 
due to buffer alone was about yoif> of that due to the RI(A solutions at 
both wavelengths. These two factors may account for the large variations 
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In the values of Since the depolarization due to the TIM. is vezy 
8!iiall« it may be that Inqmritles would affect the depolarisatlon more 
than say the scattering curves irhlch nere linear, indicating homogeneity. 
Table 6 
Depolarization Data 
Prep, 
no. 
Equiv* Salt 
Cone. 
II 
U358I , „ 3131i 
/'(90®) 
V 
12 0.3M 0.0050 0.0056 0.021 0.023 
17 0.3 .0037 .ool»5 .013 .015 
18 & 19 0.3 .0030 .0033 .021 .023 
0.02 .ooUo .0050 .009U .012 
0.5 .0027 .003U .018 .020 
20 sero .0059 .0068 .037 .0U6 
0.075 .0052 .0058 .033 .OUO 
0.5U .0033 .00^ .02u .030 
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Figure 11. Depolarization as a Function of Angle (li358A). 
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Molecular Weight 
Phosphorus analyses on TM7 (19) give an upper liMt to the 
laolecular -weight of RNA of about 2.2 x The aasunptlons are 
that 1) all the RIQL is separated in one piece« 2) all the THV 
phosphorus is in the RNA, and 3) there is one and only one nucleoside 
per phosphorus atom. Molecular weights above this value must be 
attributed to either aggregation of the RHA or inconplete protein 
separation and/or denaturation. Since a molecular Height 1.7 x 10^ 
Has obtained under a fairly vide range of preparation conditions, 
it i^pears that this may correspond to all the RN& in one virus, 
in disagreement vith phosphorus analyses. It is mrthwile to look 
at seme of the possible sources of this difference. 
It should first be pointed out that the detailed mechanism of 
the separation of the protein and RNA and denaturation of the 
protein is not understood, tlau little can be said about assumption 
1 above. 
If all of the T1I7 phosphorus Here not in the RNA, the iqiparent 
molecular might calculated from phosphorus analysis would be too 
high. Bavden and Pirie (37) report that the heat preparation leaves 
all the phosphorus in the supernatant liquid. This suggests, but 
does not assure, that it is all in the RNA. Thus assumption 2 perhaps 
needa further verification. 
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Even if the a8SU^)tion of one nucleoside per phosphorus were 
not true, the difference wovild not be e]q>lained. The oioleoular 
weighty datermined from scattezlngj depends on the aeasured concentra­
tions of RH& as 
giving H oC c* The RNiL concentrations nere related to optical 
density by phosphozvs analyses as given by Northrop and Sinsheiner 
(19) assuming also that there was only one nucleoside per phosphorus* 
For example, if there were less than one nucleoside per phosphorus, 
the i^>per limit determined from TUV phosphorus vould be too large. 
But, the ireight concentration used in scattering calculations would 
also be too large since it is based on the sane assuxiption* Thus, 
this assumption coiild not affect the molecular weight determined 
from scattering relative to that detemined from TUV phosphorus 
analysis. 
Another possible source may be in the enzyme present in these 
RNA preparations. It has been shewn (19) that this eniyme is not 
active at lOO^C or 0°C, but its possible effects during cooling from 
lOO^C to O^C ijOBsdiately after preparation are not clear. The 
time for cooling in these preparations was about 1 to 1]^ minutes. 
Two experiments were performed with rapid cooling of the RHA, 
accomplished by pouring the hot preparation over pieces of copper 
i oC c 
M 
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preoooled to -So^C ulth dry loe. The solution reached 10°C in about 
10-15 see.) reaching 0° in another 20 sec. One preparation -mas 
heated for 70" and the other 100". The resulting molecular weights 
were 3*3 x 10^ and about U x 10^, such higher than mould be expected. 
Thus J while sauries with consistent values of moleculAr weight 
cf 1«7 X 10^ could be prepared, it is not certain that each particle 
of this weight corresponds to all the RNA. in one virus. 
B« Shape and SiM 
The shape and siM of the RNH way be detersiined from the 
dissynmetry as discussed above (Section II )• Consider first the 
limiting dissTometries with water as the solvent and no depolariza^ 
tion correction. The average dissymnetrjr of 1.73 at U358^ carreepondB 
to a rod with L/X ^  0.495 or a random coil with S/A 0.335. L is 
the length of the rod, S the mean distance between ends of the coil 
and A the wavelength of light in water (328dX for A s U358i and 
2310S for A ~ 3131A). Since L and S are iiKlependent of wavelength, 
the ratios Va' and S/ x' mqt be calculated for Xs 313l2 as 0.73U 
and 0.U96 respectively. From these, the expected dissymmetries at 
513IA would be 2.IU for the rod and 2.51 for the coil. The observed 
value at 31331 had an average of 2.0 from Figure 8. Thus the coil 
as a model is eliodnated, the data corrssponding most nearly to an 
isotropic rigid rod of length l600i. The sphere as a model nay be 
eliminated in a sinilar manner* 
••5U— 
Nofw consider the effect of anisotropy. As pointed out earlier, 
the dlssyauDBtry a perfectly random coll Is Independent of any 
anisotropy in the fiber making up the coil. Thusi only the rigid 
rod would fit the data. The value of /^(0°) of about 0.0055 at 
U356iS corresponds to value of the anisotropy function S (Equation 9) 
of j; 0.1. Using /%(0®) = 0.035 at 313ll gives a $of f 0.25. 
Since curves were not given by Horn and fienolt for these values of 
S and the necessaiy calculations would hove been quite lengthy, a 
graphical interpolation of their curves was made to determine the 
curves corresponding to 6 » f 0.1 and S = f 0.25. The values of L 
detemined in this way are shown in Tabls 7. 0 corresponds to 
the isotropic rod. 
Table 7 
Lengths of an Anisotropic Rod 
^ ~ U3562 and Z » 1.73 X- 313li and ?= 2.0 
S s-0.1 L 3 11^70)^ S =-0.25 L - 112QS! 
Szo 1620^ Ss 0 m2QX 
S « f 0.1 1£6Q8 S = f 0.25 None^ 
^The "none" aeana that a rod of this anisotropy can ziot have a 
dlssynmetxy of 2*0 for any Isngth (including oo). 
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It be seen that the experimental values of either £ S do 
not correspond to a consistent length for the rod at both wavelengths. 
Horn and Benoit (20) have measured for TlXV and calciilate a value 
of 6 •> 0*3 (wavelength not given). They have also calculated the 
expected value of S from Index of refraction measureoents as ^ = 0.06. 
Thus for TW> light scattering gives a value of S four times too 
large. It appears that this is also the case for RNA. It may be 
that the theozy Is not coi^plete and that light scattering is not a 
good ray to aeasure anisotropy* 
Since the 313ll wavelength is approaching an absorption band 
from the long wavelength side) this anisotropy should be larger than 
that at U356X. Referring again to Table 7> the data would be 
explained if the rod were Isotropic at U358i and S approximately 
equal to 4- 0*1 at 313lii!* The length would then be 162qS» An 
estimate of the error would be 2 s 1.73 0.03 or L = 1620 f lOoS. 
Now consider the ENA 1:. concentrated salt ( 0.3M) where It is 
at a TriTiliwiM length. There is no a priori reason to say the shape 
mast still be a rigid rod, so an analysis similar to that in water 
is necessazy. The dissymmetries are 1.31 at U358X and 1.69 at 
313ll* The expected dissymmetries at 3131^« based on the 
valu«f are identical for both the isotropic zod and coil, namely 
1«62. For the dissynmetzy of 1.31» the anisotropy correction (for 
S • £ 0.1) is less than the limLts of error of the dissymiMtzy. 
This would correspond to an isotropic zlgid rod of length 1050 
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lOoS. A rigid rod of this length and a dissymmetry of 1.69 at 
313IA irould have an anisotropy S of -0.1 and not £ 0.25 as the data 
i«3uld indicate. Another possible model would be a bent or kinked 
rodj only not to the extent that it urould be a perfectly random 
coil. Calculations of length are not available for such a model. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
(1) The apparent molecular weight of TUV RNA depends on the 
conditions of preparation by the heat method. Hovever, a molecular 
veight of 1*7 X 10^ can be obtained under a fairly Tride range of 
coxiditions. 
(2) This molecular Height may correspond to all the RNA iJi me 
TiruSf that is the RNA is separated in one piece, but the evidence 
is not conclusive. 
(3) The RNA Bolecule is a rigid rod of length 1600 ^  lool 
in vater solution. In salt solution its longest dimension decreases, 
reaching a minlaum at 0.3M. Two possible Interpretations of this 
decrease are contraction in length of the rigid rod (helical 
structun) or bending and kinking of the rod fiber* The interpreta­
tion of a rigid rod gives a minimum length of 10^0 looi. 
(U) Reversible side by side aggregation of the RNA takes place 
at 0.^ salt coxicentration. 
(5) The rod shspe indicates that TUV consists of an inner 
core of RNA irLth the protein forming an outer shell. 
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